Romance Language House

Application deadline: March 19, 2018, 4:30pm

Please complete this form and return it to the language professor representative:
Prof. Ann Hudson, French: hudsona@dickinson.edu Bosler M13
Prof. Luca Trazzi, Italian: trazzil@dickinson.edu Bosler 220
Prof. Giseli Tordin, Portuguese: tording@dickinson.edu Bosler M10
Prof. Margaret Frohlich, Spanish: frohlicm@dickinson.edu Bosler M05

Student name: ___________________________ ________________________________

HUB Box: ___________ E-mail address: ________________________________

I am applying to live in the Romance Language House for the following language:
[ ] French  [ ] Italian  [ ] Portuguese  [ ] Spanish

So far, I have taken the following language course(s): ___________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Next year I will be a [2nd] [3rd] [4th] year student.

Next year (fall and/or spring), I plan to take the following language courses:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

I am a declared [minor] [major] in ______________________________

(Please indicate whether you have a minor or a major in a romance language)
Why do you want to live in the Romance Language House?
(Please answer in the language you are applying for):
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Are you applying also to be a Resident Adviser next year?  [YES]  [NO]

Have you applied/will you apply to study abroad?  [YES]  [NO]

Are you currently abroad?  [YES]  [NO]

Indicate where you plan to be in:
Fall 2018 ________________  Spring 2019 __________________
(Please write: abroad / on campus)

- I would prefer to live in:  [ ] a double  [ ] a triple

- If possible, I would like to share a room with:

(Feel free to indicate one or more names. Please be aware that your first choice may not be granted)
The House Charter stipulates that the following leadership roles must be filled. Would you be interested in taking up any of the following leadership positions? Please express interest in at least one role. House elections will determine the final representative for each position.

[ ] **House Manager:** Manager of the Romance Language House. Will coordinate a cohesive network of communication with House Liaison and House Counselor. Planner of Events and Meetings. Will serve on the Special Interest Housing Advisory Board. Other Duties TBD.

[ ] **House Liaison Organizer:** Will communicate ideas of the House in emails and notices to facilitate events and planning. Will help House Manager and Counselor remind House Residents of events and activities. Proposed ideas also include decorating the Bulletin Board in Main Front Hall and making sure a calendar of events is visible for all residents.

[ ] **House Counselor:** The Counselor will be a resource individual residents of the Romance Language House may turn to in order to discuss an issue pertaining to the House Manager, a resident, or other issues concerning the Romance Language House. Will serve on the Special Interest Housing Advisory Board.

**Please state why you are interested in the position(s) and any experience or characteristics that make you a suitable candidate:**

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

I, ________________________________, understand that all the students who live in the RLH must go regularly to the weekly Language Table and should participate in the activities organized by the Language Club and events in the RLH.

**Signature:** _______________________________  **Date:** __________________________

I, ________________________________, firmly promise to respect the privacy, study rights and the integrity of other members of the group and adhere to the rules and regulations of Dickinson College and to all federal, state and local laws that may affect the activities of the group.

**Signature:** _______________________________  **Date:** __________________________